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PREMIUM CARRIER PROGRAM
We are excited to introduce our:

What is the Paul Mark Group's Premium Carrier Service Program and how
does it work? Learn how you can become part of the exciting program and
start enjoying the benefits of a Mega Carrier without investing millions of

dollars.

Fuel Card for Discounted Fuel Nationwide 

Exclusive Pricing on Premium Tires

Access to Affordable Tires Nationwide over the road

Roadside Service Assistance

Exclusive Customer Service

Access to the Paul Mark Group Portal

 Contact us:

(630)788-9972
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Stop by:

5501 Adams St. unit D,
Matteson, IL 60443
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Access to the Paul Mark Group Portal

The portal allows you to request service at
major truck stops and arrange for minor
repairs, as well as road service, all at
discounted prices, right from your computer
or phone.

Fuel Card

Our fuel card comes with higher fuel
discounts than what you're currently
receiving, with no transaction fees, plus a
weekly credit line, and no signup fees. You'll
also have access to a wide network of major
truck stops.
 
And even better: there is no contract - you
can leave us at anytime, if you wish. That
should show you that we're confident in our
product. 

Exclusive Pricing on Premium Tires

Tires are typically expensive, and you will
gain access to exclusive, discounted
premium tire pricing. Tires are available
nationwide at an exclusive price, or can be
delivered in the Midwest for free. For
instance, a premium steer tire with 16-ply,
which usually costs $900 per tire, will cost
you just $567 as part of the Paul Mark Group.

Access to Affordable Tires Nationwide
over the road

They're a premium, economic tire that would
cost you $40 more on the road than it would
at your home repair shop. As a member of the
Paul Mark Group, you can get a premium
economy trailer tire for only $330, no matter
where you are: California, Illinois, etc.

Roadside Service Assistance

Imagine this situation: it's Saturday,
you're enjoying a barbecue, and suddenly,
your truck-trailer blows out somewhere
over the road. With your truck on the side
of the highway, you're faced with the task
of finding roadside assistance. You're
forced to interrupt your day and work on
securing a road service.
 
However, you remember that a few weeks
ago made the decision to join the Paul
Mark Group by taking advantage of the
fuel card with its added benefits. Now,
Paul Mark Group will handle this problem
for you at a discounted price and
headache-free, so you can continue
enjoying your Saturday.

Exclusive 24/7 Customer Service

We understand how frustrating it can be
for a business person like yourself to
navigate through phone extensions and
wait on hold for answers. So, we created a
customer service model that provides
direct lines and assigns each carrier to a
specific support person. This approach
enables us to offer exclusive customer
service to our customers without the
need to wait.

FEATURES
OVERVIEW
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TIRE DISCOUNTS
Below is the pricing for some of our premium & economy tires -
the savings are huge. Need some different sizes? Please get in
touch with your assigned Paul Mark Group representatives for
your tire needs.

Brand: Premium
Postion: Steer 16ply
Description: 275/80R22.5 or 295/75R22.5
Market price: $888
Member price: $567 (FET Included)

Brand: Premium
Position: Steer 16ply
Description: 11R22.5
Market price: $949
Member price: $588 (FET Included) 

Brand: Premium
Position: Steer 14ply
Description: 275/80R22.5 or 295/75R22.5 
Market price: $840
Member price: $542 (FET Included)

Brand: Premium
Position: Drive 
Description: 275/80R22.5 or 295/75R22.5
Market price: $729
Member price: $556 (FET Included)

Brand: Economy
Position: Drive
Description: 275/80R22.5 or 295/75R22.5 
Market price: $556
Member price: $350 (FET Included)

Brand: Premium
Position: Flatbed Trailer
Description: 265/70R19.5
Market price: $826
Member price: $540 (FET Included) 

Brand: Premium
Position: Stepdeck
Description: 245/70R17.5
Market price: $750
Member price:$520 (FET Included)  

Brand: Premium
Postion: Auto Hauler
Description: 255/70R22.5
Market price: $928
Member price: $580 (FET Included) 

Questions?
(630)788-9972
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FUEL SAVINGS

Currently under the Paul Mark Group Umbrella:

+200 Carriers
Which comes out to over:

+2,000 Trucks
Annually saving an average of:

$54,000
Which saves roughly:

$5,400/truck

Questions?
(630)788-9972

You can enjoy outstanding fuel savings with the Paul Mark Group
Premium Carrier Program. 
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ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

A/C wire
Air and suspension
Air bag replacement 
Belt system work
Brake replacement 
Brake system work
Diagnosis
DOT inspection
Driveline work
Exhaust system work
Filter replacement
Headlight replacement
Hub cap replacement 
Jump start

Our clients enjoy priority roadside service, offering a
wide variety of over-the-road work: 

ONLINE PORTAL
You will also gain access to the Paul Mark Group
Premium Carrier Portal, which allows a user to: 

Live, instant chat with your support representative 
Request service at major truck stops
Request 24/7 roadside service
Enjoy current Paul Mark Group promotions
View discounted tire pricing and place tire orders 

Questions?
(630)788-9972

Lighting and electrical work
Lube and grease
Mechanical
Mid trip inspection
Mud flap replacement
PMs
Re-torque lug nuts
Spare mount
Tire repair
Tire replacement
Wheel end work
Wheel seal replacement
Wiper replacement
Other services
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Paul Mark Group was founded by Paul Mark and a

core team of dedicated pros in 2017.

As long-time logistics industry professionals, we

were convinced there was a better way to do

business in our industry. Some trucking

companies were profitable but treated their

drivers poorly. Others treated their drivers well

but struggled to compete for jobs. We wanted to

form a community that bridged the gap and

benefited trucking companies and drivers

equally. From that core idea, Paul Mark Group

was born.

Headquartered in Chicago, we began life as an

independently owned, membership-based

recruitment company that connects qualified

drivers with the companies that require their

services. Before long, we expanded our scope of

services to include an industry-leading tire

services, fuel discounts, as well as an outstanding

safety program.

 

Today, we specialize in tire and fuel services, and

now serve our partners as a loyal, reliable and

trustworthy one-stop-shop for trucking logistics

support. We are based in Chicago, and our 24/7

commitment to hard work, efficiency and

customer support has made us a leading option

for trucking logistics companies all across the

United States.

ABOUT PAUL MARK GROUP

Paul Mark | CEO
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